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Nursery

In nursery this
week we couldn’t 
wait any longer 
for it to snow,
 so we made our 
Our own kinetic 
snow, which we 
all loved making, 
then using to 
make our snowy role play small 
world with.  In maths we have 
been getting really good at 
practicing our subitising and 
ordering our numbers.
In phonics this week we have 
been working really hard to hear 
the initial sounds in words and 
matching words to the sounds 
we hear.

Year 1
The year 1 children have 
enjoyed writing fact files this 
week.  We have learned some 
very interesting facts to include.  
In maths, we have focussed on 
repeating patterns.  The 
children have completed shape 
patterns and number patterns.  
The artwork this week was 
based on Henri Rousseau’s 
Surprise painting.  The children 
learned about how to select the 
right brushes and how much 
pressure to add to get the 
desired result.  They mixed 2 
primary colours to make the 
secondary colour orange and 
used this to paint a tiger.

Year 3
We have been writing letters 
between the characters of 
Theseus and the Minotaur and 
asking ourselves, ‘What would 
they say to each other?’
In maths we have been busy 
dividing with remainders and 
scaling up and scaling down.
Our topic ‘Gods and Mortals’ all 
about Ancient Greece, has seen 
us look at the rivalry between 
the city states Athens and 
Sparta, particularly their armies 
and way of life. In RE we have 
been learning about what a 
langar is in Sikhism; we even 
had one in the classroom!
Our homework projects have 
been amazing. Well done to all!Foundation Stage 2

In F2 this week we have been 
exploring number bonds to 5. 
The children have demonstrated 
a good understanding of the 
number 5 and how we can make 
it. The children have developed 
their addition and subtraction 
skills. 
In R.E the children re-enacted the 
bible story (Mark 10 v.13–16) 
where Jesus told his disciples to 
step aside to allow him to 
welcome and bless the children.
The children have also explored 
our natured garden searching for 
pictures of nocturnal animal. 
Once they found the pictures the 
children wrote the animals 
names, using their phonics 
knowledge and drew a sketch. 

Year 5
Year five have done an amazing 
job combining all of their writing 
skills to complete a chronological 
report on Henry VIII wives. We 
have also been gaining 
confidence with our 
multiplication and division skills 
in Maths. We have practised our 
reading fluency using ‘The House 
Held Up By Trees’ in reading. 
During our history topic, the 
children imagined they were 
Henry VIII and wrote a letter to 
convince his advisors to agree to 
him creating his own church. In 
RE, the children created images 
to represent a Christian God 
which is both holy and loving. In 
PE, we enjoyed different games 
including dodgeball.  

Year 6

This week we have been enjoying 
reading more of Sky Song with 
some dramatic chapters this 
week! We have been writing and 
performing persuasive speeches 
linked to characters in our 
reading. We’ve been working 
hard to improve our arithmetic 
and decimal skills in maths, 
brushing up on division and long 
multiplication and converting 
between fractions and decimals. 
In RE we discussed and reflected 
on the Ten Commandments and 
we have been practising our 
drawing skills inspired by Inuit 
art and prints. 

Year 2

This week the children have 
been busy learning about 
conjunctions in Literacy. They 
also discussed possible 
settings for a new Smelly Louie 
story and used a story map to 
record their ideas. In Maths we 
have introduced fractions and 
the children have been learning 
about halves and quarters. The 
children have used 
chromebooks this week to 
create their own music. They 
could talk about the pitch and 
tempo. In Science the children 
have been sorting materials.

Year 4

Year 4 this week have been 
busy writing our own 
biographies all about David 
Attenborough. In maths, we 
started learning more about 
what is area and starting 
counting squares to work out 
area. In art, we explored J. 
Vincent Scarpace’s underwater 
themed artwork, ready to create 
our own underwater artwork in 
the coming weeks. In RE, we 
have continued exploring the 
Holy Trinity, this week in poetry. 
In PE, we enjoyed practising 
our gymnastic skills.


